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FIN I”[[-DIFr[REtiCE METHODSIN lflJLTI-bI!lErlSIOhlALTWO-PHASE FLOW—

John R. Travis
Theoretical Division, Group T-3

Universit.v of California
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Ala:nos, New Mexico 87545

LI.S.A.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1974, the Theoretical Division o’ the Los Alamos Sr:entific

Laboratory began several research programs in the area of reactor safety for the

United States Nuclear Regulatory Conrnission. Research efforts were started in the

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) and the Light Water Reactor (LWR) safety

programs. The charter of the Theoretical Division was to develop cnmputer codes

for the safety analysis of these reactor systems.

The question of whetheror not, during the course of a hypothetical accident

sequence in an LMFBR, the core will subside to a coolable configuration without

secondary critical bursts has never been resolved. To aid the study of this ques-

tion, a computer progr~m called SIMMER (>1, ~mplicit, PJultifield, Bulticomponent,

@lerian ~ecriticality) was to be developed to predict the dynamics of cxtrcmc hy-

pothetical accident sequences during which extended core motion is expected. This

time-dependent computer code called for combining an advanced multidimensional,

multiphase fluid dynamic methodology with multidimensional neutron transport theo-

ry and improved equation-of-state technology.

In the LWR program, the research emphasis was to push forward in two areas:

(1) the development ~f advanced multi phase fluid dynamic methods anu computer pro-

grams for performing basic research and analyzing areas in thermal hydraulics im-

portant to the safety of water reactors, and (2) the development of an advanced

“best estimate” systems code called TRAC (Transient ~eactor Analysis Qode) for an-

alyzing loss-of-coolant accidents and anticipated-transients-wi thout-scram in

light water reactors.

II. MULTIPHASE FLUID DYNAMICS METHODOLOGY

In many reactor safety problems, the presence of several phases such as bub-

bles, chunks, or droplets immersed in a continuous fluid introduces the possibili-

ty of time-dependent relative motion, and accordingly, the mathematical descrip-

tion requires more than one set of field variables to adequately specify the dy-

namics. In the multifielcl formulation [1], each phase is governed by a separate

set of field equations for mass

&+v. (p’u)-s
P’

(1)

momentum

r-!-1,,

i:

If’



and specific internal energy density

?L&+v. (plu I)=si+; [;+ “.VP

1

+R(~-T)+V. (ka VT)+ A+ Vi.

The equation-of-state may be expres:ed as

P= P(P,I) ● T = T(p,I) ,

or

P = P(P,I) , T= T(p,I) ,

(2)

(3)

(;j

(5)

1~ which the microscopic density, p, Is related to the macroscopic density, p’, and

the volume fraction, a, by

P= P’la . (6)

It is implicit in this formulation that summing the volume fraction over all fields

is Identically equal to one, i.e.,

k a. E 10
i=l ‘

(7)

In Eqs. (l-3), interactions between the phases due to phase transitions are de-

scribed by Sp,Jm, and Si which are respectitiely, sources or sinks of mass, mumen-

tum, anl internal energy density. Additional coupling between the phases exists

through the etfectiv~ drag function K, where~ls the mean resistive veloclty

for the phase, and the energy exchange function R, where ~ is the mean exchange

temperature for that field. Other terms accourlt for the effects of viscous stress,

~, viscous work, Vi, and the rate of production of internal energy density due to

momentum exchange, A.

A. KACHINA: A Two-Dimensional, Tw&Component, Two-Phase Com~er Code——

solution

first

coupled

A numerical method for the two-dimensi~nal, two-compo~ent, two-phase

of Eqs. (l-3), with the assumption that the liquid is incompressible, was

proposed by Harlowand Amsden [2, 3]. The field equations are implicitly

in their numerical representation to allow for strong interfaclal interactions and

use is made of the ~mplici t-Continuous Eulcrian (ICE) technique [4] to allow for— —

both low-speed and high-speed flow calculations. The resulting numerical technique

is referred to as the~mplicit, ~ulti-F_icld (IMF) method. KACH!NA [3] serves as



the fluid dynamic basis for the SIMMER- I [5, 6] LblFUR accident analysis computer

code.

IrIKACHIIIA, separate density equations are written for each of-the components

in a field, for example, for the liquid field

ap;,
—+v”(D;l-L u)=J-J (8)

3t cl el

and

3P;*
at—+ VS(P;21JL)=J -J

c2 e2 ‘
(9)

where J and J represent the rates of condensation and ev,lporation for the i
ci ei

component, respectively. Since

%
= ~;,

+ f’i2 ‘
Jc = Jcl + JC2 , and Je = Jel + Je2 ,

the total liquid mass equation is

ap;
m- +V*(p;$l)=Jc-Je .

Analogously, for the vapor field, the density components are written

%1 + ~ . (p.—

at ;l~v)=J -J
el cl ‘

and

(lo)

(11)

a~;2 + v—-
at “ (P;ZLIV)= Je2 - JC2 J (12)

where the total vapor mass equation is

apt
~+v+;gv)=Je -Jc .
at

(13)

Interdiffusion of the component materials in each field is neglected, but could

easily be included IIYacklil~gthe divergence of a diffusional flux. Assuming that

the liquid field is incompressible allows the void fraction, Nv = P~/Pv, to be

written

=1-i (P~i/PLi).‘V j=l
(14)

In the momentum field equations, the momentum exchange f~m phase transitions

is written

q@LLJe-#vJc (15)



for the vapor momentum equation, ~nd

2m=A!vJc-2~Je (16)

for the liquid momentum equation. The velocity of the donor material is used in

these momentum relation: as a first order approximation to the effective mixing

velocity at the vapor-liquid interface. Thus, the vapor momentum equation is

a(p; gv)

at +V ● (p;yv#v)=Je~-JcL!v - avvP+K(~-&) .

+P;~+Yv D (17)

and the liquid momentum equation is

where the viscous stress terms

(18)

(19)

and

~=V. (algt) (20)

involve the viscous stress tensors ~ and Cl which are the usual Newtonian stress

tensors for the vapor and liquid, respectively.

For an incompressible liquid, the specific internal ercrqy density Eq. (3)

can be written in nonconservative specific internal energy Ior!n by subtracting

out the mass Eq. (10) as

ark
% -m- + %“% ● VIL=- (Je -J,-) hLv+R(Tv - TL) +V .(kakVT).

+ (Vi)L O (21)

‘hpre‘N
is the specifi~ latent heat. of vaporization, hv-h~. For the correspond-

ing vapor specific internal energy Ec. (3), the sum of the pr(:surework and the

source or loss of internal energy derlsity due to phase transitions can be rewrit-

ten

[

apv
(Si)v+ : 1ZiF+4”vpv=(Je-Jc)lv+;Je - ‘J(t-$)

(22)



Now. recasting in nonconservative form by subtracting the vapor mass Eq. (13)

yields

aI
‘V at‘J+p; ulv

()
~V1v=(Je-Jc) ~-~ -pV=(av ~v+al~j,)+R(TQ -Tv)

v Pf

+V*(~av VT)+A+(Vi)v . (23)

Me assign the momentum exchange dissipation, A, due to drag and phase change to

Zhe vapor en?rgy equation in the form

A = [K+ (Je+ Jc)/2](~v - &P,)2 .

Ttie. viscous work terms are given by

(24)

(25)

and

‘Vi)v= av Qv “ (VJV) . (26)

In these equations, the specific internal energy of the vapor, Eq. (23), increases

during evaporation as newly created vapor expands and compresses surrounding vapor,

and the specific internal energy of the liquid, Eq. (21), decrease5 during evapora-

tion propo: .;onally to the enthalpy difference between the vapor ard liquid, which

is the latent heat of vaporization between saturated states. During condensation

the reverse effects occur.

Each computational cycle in KACHINA is composed of two distinct phases. The

explicit calculations are performed in Phase 1, and all Implicit &spects are then

handled in Phase 2.

There are two major parts to Phase 1, the first concerns the calcul~tion of

advanced time values of scalar variables defined at computational cell centers

(1) ‘Jcls ‘Jc2s ‘Jels ‘Je2> and ‘K from icterfacial exchange models (to be

discussed in a later section)

(2)
n+l

(p~l) from explici tlycva!uating [q. (8)

[3)
n+l

(P;2) from expiici tly evaluating [q. (9)

(4) ‘+l(av) from Eq. (14)

(5) ‘+l(Ig) from explicitly evaluating l_q. (21)

(6) ‘+l(lV) from explicitly evaluating Eq. (23),

and the second part with calculating estimates of cell-edge momenta



(7) ‘(D; Uv) from Eq (17) excluding the pressure gradient and mormtumex-

change terms,

(8) ‘(P; Ut) from Eq. (18) excluding the pressure gradient and momentum ex-

change terms.

In our notation, the superscript “n” Indicates the old value of a quantity at the

beginning of a time cycle, “n+l” indicztes the new value at the end of a time

cycle, while a “tilde” symbol over ar~yquantity indicates an intermediate value

between n and n+l. Thus, the tilde quantities become n+l quantities as convergence

is achieved in a time cycle.

Phase 2 calculations start with the conversion of the momenta from Phase 1

back into first-guess velocity componentsiv and~. They include the effects of

pressure acceleration and drag; however, both effects will be corrected as the in-

termediate velociti~s converge to their final values for the cycle. The ICE tech-

nique is utilized at thii point in order to avoid small tirm steps because of high

fluid sound speeds. This is accomplished by iterating the quantities p, P;,W,
. .

G

and% to obtain new velocities that have been accelerated with time-advanced pres-

sure gradients. The ncw velocities depend on the new pressures and densities,

which, in turn, depend on the velocities; therefore, the technique is implicit.

The equations that are involved are:

(1) the vapor momentum Eq. (17), using the time, presslire, and drag terms with

the remaining terms hel[! constant during the iteration

(2) the liquid momentum Eq. (18), using the tire, pressure, and drag terms

with the remaining terms held constant during the Iteration.

(3) the liquid mass Eq. (10), or the vapor mass Eq. (13) (this is discussed

below), and

(4) vapor equation-of-state.

Note that in the momentum equations, only the pressure and drag terms involve

tilde quantities, all the other terms were evaluated in steps 7 and 8 in Phase 1 and

are held constant throughout the iteration. The iteration function is

ap~+v. (;;~v)+Jc- Je ,$ZK (27)

or for very small void fractions, Qv < 0.01,

$“v ”<.
(28)

In the latter case, the liquid is considered to occupy the entir~ volume and the

void fr~ctlon remains unchanged in the pressure iteration. In order to find the

zero of 1.),the Newton-Raphson method is utilized in the form



7

6; =

where the

change in

(29)- u E (ma;)-’ ,

coefficient w is a relaxation parameter of order unity. After finding this

pressure, a new vapor density is calculated as well as new velocity compo-

nents. At this point ~ is evaluated, and if 1~1 < c f~r all computational cells,

tile cycle is complete; otherwise, another iteration commences with the calculation

of another change in p by Eq. (29). For a more aetailed discussion of the IMF tech-

nique, the reader is rcf”erred to Refs. [2, ?].

Experience ,v~th the KACHINA code has led to several improvements in the numeri-

cal solution method. Among the improvemenfi are:

(1) the inclusion ofvnid fraction in the pressure iteration,

(2) the inclusion of phase transitions in the pressure iteration to allow

large mass exchange rates, and

(3) the cdsting of the energy equations in conservatiw form to more accurate-

ly convect the temperature field.

B. K-iIX: A Two-Dimensional, Two-Phase Computer Code

The K-FIX (~CHINA-~ul”iy ~mplicit E~change functions) [7] computer code

the two field model to simulate transient, two-dimensional, two-phase flow.

fers the following improvements on K-ACHINA:

(1) ful~ compressibility in both fields

(2) implicit calculation of the void fraction

(3) implicit coupling of the phase transitions with the fluld dynamics.

uses

It of-

The system of field equations K-FIX solves is the mass Eqs. (10, 13), momen-

tum Eqs. (17, 10), and, because the liquid field is compressible, the specific in-

ternal energy density equations are written in slightly different form. That is,

we write the sum of the source or loss of internal energy density due tn phase

transitions and the pressure w~rk for the vapor energy equation

avp b

[ 1 [

a~
(Si)v + — 2+IJat -v

=Vp 1=( Je-Jc]hu -p&+ v_. (auv) , (30)
~v

v

and for the liquid energy equation

therefore, yielding a specific internal energy dens~ty equation for the vapor



a(p; Iv)
——at [

+v=(p; lvgv)=(Je-Jc)hv ‘P% 1+v● (av!IW)+R(T1--Tv)
+ V ● [kv av v Tv] + [K + (Jc + Jc)/2] (yv - @2 “+=(n l”) ,+aa

(32)

and for the liquid

(33)

K-FIX is similar to KACHINA in that it makes use of the IMF technique to per-

mit all degrees of momentum coupling between the fields and to pennit both low- and

high-speed flow calculations. The solution technique progresses with an explicit

calculation of

(1) nJet ‘Jc. ‘K, and ‘R from interracial exchange models,

(2) mol(lentumdensity quantities (p~uv) and (p~gl) which account. for the

effects of momentum convection, gra~rity, and viscous stress, and

(3) initial estimates of the mass fluxes.

In the implicit phase of the cycle, the calcul,~tion begins with

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

for ‘av ~ 0.5

hL = 6t times Eq. (10) with phase change terms placed on the left hand

side. If 15LI <f, branch to (lOb) below, othetwise go to (2) below, or

for ‘av> 0.5

fiv s 6t times Eq. (13) with phase change terms placed on the left hand

side. If Ifivl<c, branch to (llb) below, otherwise go to (2) belo}~

adjust; using the method described in Ref. [7]

calculate ‘v and ~L, temporarily omitting the effects of convection, vis-

cous and pressure work, and single phase conduction.

calculate ~L and 7L from; and ~L through the liquid equation-of-state

Calculatp ~v and~v from; and TV through the gas equation-of-state

calculate the saturation temperature, 7s from?

calculate se and ~c using most recent quantities

fur ‘av < 0.5, calculate an estimate of~v from an implicit solution of

Eq. (13), or for ‘av > 0,5, use previous iteration value of~v



(9) calculate all velocitics~v and~ from momentum equations (17) and (18)

(10) lfnav~CJ.5, go to (11) below. otherwise

(a) calculatcrnass fluxes for the vapor

(b) explicitly solve the gas continuity equation (13) for~~

(c) :“ = E;/;v

(d) ~~= (1 -~v)~~

(e) calculate DLas in (1) above

(f) if Ififll6E, begin calculation: on next cell by goinq to (1) above,

or, i; Itigl> c, calculate new liquid mass fluxes using

and then go to (2) above to begin a new loop through by

:.

“ and ~0
‘k /.
estimating

(11) ‘av~0.5

(a) calculate mass fluxes for the liquid

(b) explicitly solve the liquid continuity Eq. (10) for~:

(c) ~v=1 -;;/;L
(d) p;=;v;

(e) calculatevll~ as in (1) above

.

(f) if IEVI <L: begin calculations on next cell by going to (1) above,

or, if IDVI ~ E, calculate new gas mass fluxes using ~~ and~v ~nd

then go to (2) above to begin a new loop through by estimating ~.

Pressure adjustments are continued on a given computational cell ur,til lfiplor

IfivlGE, Or until a specified number of loop throughs 1s made before proceeding on

to the next cell. When all cells have 16LI or l~v[ s c simultaneously, the pres-

sure iteration is complete.

The cycle ends after the update of the vapor and liquid specific internal en-

ergy densities to account for the effects of convection, viscous and pressl~re work,

and single phase conduction. Reference [7] contains the finite differenc~ equa-

tions as well as a computer code listing for the K-FIX code.

co K-TIF: A Two-Dimensional, Two-Phase Cwiyuter Code.—— ——— __

The K-TIF (&4CHINA - Iwo ~ncompressiblc ~luids) [8j computer code uses the two

field model tIJsimulate time-dependent, two-dimensional, two-phase flow, where the

materidl speeds are much smaller than the local sound speed. This allows the micro-

scopic density for each field to be considered a fur,ction of time only. Additional-

ly, the liquid is assumed to be totally incompressible so that its density is con-

stant. This treatment will all~w for global compressions or expansions of the vapor,

but will not resolve the propagation of compression or rarefaction waves.

One im;oi-tant difference between the numerical solution technique~ of YJCHINA

and K-TIF is that in K-TIF the volume fr?.ctions are ililplicitlytreated. IiitklLon-

stant microscopic liquid density, the liquid mass conservation, Eq. (10), beco~ies



auk

m- +v w (CIL @ = (Jc - Je)hL *

while the vapor rrass Eq. (13), which allows time variation of the microscopic

vapor density, becomes

act av dpv
J!+v.(a
at v Sv) = (J - Jc)/Pe v -<F

In a similar fashion, the vapor momentum Eq. (17) is

[

a(av M )
P“ at 1v‘v-(av~vyv)‘Je UL-Jcq-IIv~P ‘K(uL

dp
+av pv g - a u ~+ V

v-dt w

(34)

(35)

U!J)

(36)

and the liquid momentum Eq. (18) is

[

a(al IJJ)
+V*(a

PR at 1~yigL)‘Jc!!v-JegR-mkv P+ K(UV-QL)

P9+~L.
‘aR, L-

(37)

Only one field equation is formulated, for specific internal energy density in

accord with the assumption that the vapor temperature is always eq~al to the satura-

tion temperat!!re, T~. A reduced version of Eq. (3) is considered where the conduc-

tion and viscous work terms are neglected in favor of simpler numerical solution

procedure. Therefore, the right hand side of Eq. (3) is

Si + R(T - TL) ,
s

(38)

where the pressure work terin is zero due to the incompressibility of the liquid.

The source of internal energy density is

Si = (Jc -
‘~) (h< :)

and the heat transfer cr energy exchange coefficient, R, must be

R> (cv)R (J - Je)
c

(39)

(40)

to ensrre that the vapor temperature always equals the saturation temperature. The

liquid specific heat is denoted by (Cv)l. With some rearrangement, and assuming

that IL = (CV)L T&, equ~tion (3) maybe written

3(ULTl) hlv (Je-Jc)
—. - +V*(aLTLeL u)*(Je- Jc)T~/Pg= ‘—{Cv)lpE .at

(41j



II

The num:rical ~o!uiion procedure is similar to that o, the KACliINA computer

code dcscribccl earlier, and it will only bc briefly prcscnLr?d here. The reader is

referred to Rcf, [8] for a more detailed discus~ion.

~n thr explicit pnase, the following quantities are calculated:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

The

ndpv

(-)
I:r use in the vapor mass Eq. (35) and vapor momentum cqtiation

(3:;.

‘Je, ‘Jc and ‘K from interracial exchange models

‘(av ~) from Eq. (36) excluding the pressure gradient and mol,lrntumex-

change terms

‘(a~~) fromEq. (37) excluding the pressure gradient and momentum ex-

change terms

~nd~v from Eqs. (34) and (35), respectively
‘k
The average pressure in the system is calculated to determine c . This

-. P
aids in the numerical evaluation of fiD/6p for use in step (6) be’aw.

implicit phase is based on defining

lhGE+=l ,
v

where Eqs. (34) and (35) are added to give the desired expression. Thus the signi-

ficance of convergence in the implicit phase is that ~ became sufficiently small

for every cell in the mesh. The implicit phase proceeds as follows:

(1) calculateti and~fl from the momentum equations

(2) assume a s~ll pre~sure perturbation and calculate~ and Q; from the

momentum equations

(3) calculate~l and~v from Eqs. (34) and (35)

(4) calculate D

(5) calculate}’ based on~~ and~~

(6) if Ibl >E, calculate t;= -u3~,
.-

whercl/f3 =&, andreturn to step (1) above, or
P

if IDI < c for all computational cells, then the implicit phase is

terminated.

The cycle is completed by normalizing the pressure field and calculating the

liquid temperature, ‘+’T, from Eq. (41).

. SCJLA-DF:D A Two-Dimensional, Two-Phase Drift-Flux Computer C~de-—__—_

For many prcblems in redctor safety analysis the full two field model may be

simplified for a two-phase mixture in the drift-flux approximation. The SOLA-Dr

(S&ution ~lgorithm-~rift ~lux) [9] solves the time-depena~nt, two-dimenu~onal

drift flux formulation.
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For the drift flux model, we define the two-phase mixture density. Pm) as

Pm= P;+P;. (42)

and the mass average velocity, IJ, in such a way that pm~carries the total momentum

of the twc-phase mixture

In addition, a relative velocity, yr, between the two phases is defined as

where upon ccmbining this relation with Eq. (43), we obtain

and

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

The basic drift flux equations ~re easily derived, for example, we desire a total

mass cn~servation equation by adding Eqs. (10) and (13) to obtain

- !-l

Jl+v.(pmu)=osat

and the vapor continuity Eq, (13) can be rearranged to yield

ap’
_L+v.

(

P; ?;

at
p;:+—

)
= Je - Jc

Pm ‘r

(47)

(48)

Similarly, the ‘otal momentum equation for the two-phase mixture i:.found by adding

-..
at + v “ (p’ u

v -v

+ (v + ~Lj
-v

where after some manipulation, the

+ P;gLYJ,) “ . (Uv i.ak)vp + (p;+ ~;)~
iv

) (49)

mixture momentum equation becomes

)
ll.l=- Vr +Pm~+ (lv+Yl) (50)

Following the procedures established in previous codes in the SOLA series [101,

this equation is written in nonconservative fnrl,lby subtracting out the mixture

continuity Eq. (47) to yiclci



The advantage of this equation is that the velocities,
n+l

IJ, are calculated directly
n+l

rather than the momenta, (PmLI), while the disadvantage is that, since it is not

in conservative fornl, rigorous conservation of monlentum in the finite-difference

approximation is not assured. By defining the mass average specific internal energy

for the mixture, 1, as

(5?)

we can add the vapor and liquid specific internal energy Eqs. (32) and (33) tc ob-

tain, after sofnemanipulation,

+~k+(Je+Jc)/2]Ltr-~ +V*(kvavVTv+klaLV TL)

+ (Vj)v + (vi)~ B
(53)

where (Vi)v and (Vi)~ denote the viscous heating from the vapor and liquid, respec-

tively.

The equations-of-state (Eqs. (4) or (5)) and the drift convection of the spe-

cific internal energy equation require the knowledge of Iv and IL. Several possi-

bilities are available [9, 11]:

(1) Assume that the liquid and vapor phases are at the same temperature, or

(2) When the heat conduction between phases is small, assume that the vapor

phase is at saturation with the local pressure.

Another independent relationship is needed for closure. An expression for the re-

lative velocity, ~r, car) be derived [12] from the momentum Eqs. (17) and (18).

Basically, orle neglects the phase transition and viscous str~ss teir,]~, and rewrites

the reduced monlelltumequations in nonconservative form by subtracting from each the

the proper continuity equdtion, neglecting phase transition terms. These resulting

equations are subtracted from each other, and then applying the assumption of

quasi-equilibrium, in which the time and convective terms arc considered negligi-

ble, one obtains, after some algebraic reduction, the result

(54)



Modifications to this expressions for more complex flows than individual bubbles

or drops are discussed by Hirt and Ronero in Ref. [9].

A computational time step is made up of essentially three phases. In the

first phase, the velocities, ;, are explicitly estimated from Eq. (51) using the

previous cycle values for evaluating all contributions. The second phase requires

an iteration procedure to advance the pressure and velocities. This particular

scheme is a variant of the ICE technique, which allows calculation of high and low

Mach number flows.

The basis of the iteration technique is the difference between the pressure

calculated from the dynamics and the pressure calculated from the equation-of-state.

Symbolically, we write

F= F- f(;m, ;;, i) ,

where the iteration process is complete when the ~ for all cells is

close to zero.

In the second phase, the follow”ng steps are performed:

(1) calculate 6t V ● -&using the most recent velocity values

(55)

sufficiently

(2) calculate the A quantities for use in the equation-of-state

(a) ~m = ‘pm/(l + &t V “ ~)

(b) L; = ‘P;/(1 + dt V “ ~)

(c) i = ‘I - ‘p(6t V ● ~)/npm .

Note that in (a) and (b), the advanced densities are simply an implicit

evaluation of the Lagrangian mass equations. In (c) th~ internal energy

is advanced due to the effect of the pressure work term.

(3) Equation (55), i.e., finding ‘+1 F = O, is solved by employing a local

Newton-Raphson procedure

()6;=.?/;;
(4) Using the new pressures found in (3), new velocities, ~, ai~ calculated

from these pressure effects in Eq. (51).

These four steps are repeated until all computational cells satisfy the con-

vergence test

I-Q<c,P
p+f,

(56)

where f denotes the equation-of-statz i;lnction as indicated in Eq. (55).

The final phase in the solution procedure is the updating of the remaining

variables.
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(1) Tile mixture den~ity Eq. (47) changes only by convection

(2) Thernixttire enerqy Eq. (53) is completely u~’dated

(3) The vapor density Eq. (48) is completely updated

(4) The phase transition rates are calculated.

111. ‘PHASE TRANSITIONS

Models for phase transition rates are being developed for testing in the codes

presented above. Calculations of the growth and collapse of isolated, nontranslat-

ing, steam bubbles in large superheated and subcooled water pools have been Lcrform-

ed with the K-FIX [13] code and the results compared with data [14. 15]. in the

phase transition models, it is assumed that the vapor mass or liquid mass produced

by boiling or condensation per unit volume and unit time, Je or Jc, is

~ kL(Cv)L AT
J= L *

‘w
($))

where

Je=J, fnrTA>ls and AT= lR-TS

Je = O, otherwise ,

and

Jc=J, forTv<T~ and Al= T~-Tv

Jc = O, otherwise.

In this equation, A is the interl~cial ar~a per unit volume, and L represents the

thickness of the thermal boundary la,yer between the interface. assumed tcIhe at the

sbcuratlon temperature I

vapor, Tv.

For a ~inglc bubb’

[14] have shown that

. . . Ts, and the temperature of the bulk liquid, Tg, or the bulk

e growing in an infinite f’uid region, Theofanou2 et al.

where r denotes the bubbl~ radius. Also, for a single bubble collapsing in an in-

finite fluid region, Florschuetz and Chao [15] have shown that

(r 3- F)/r2

~ ~-m~r’ ~
L. Lc=—

—-
m Pu ‘K~v>-K-’
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where l-.denotes

present the heat

the initial bubble radius. These two expressions essentially re-

conduction limited boundary layer thickness, Le) for boiling and

condensation, respectively. Using these models, the calcl’lated-and observed bubble

radius histories for bubble growth and collapse are in agreement with data within a

computational cell size.

These boiling and condensation models have been extended [16, 17] to include

the effects of dynarnlcs. When the bubbles are translating with respect to the

surrounding liquid with velocity V, Wittke and Chao [18] suggest

(60)

so that as V increases from zero, Lu is rapidly reduced below Lc. This represents

the stripping away of the thermal boundary layer by the relative flow. We can com-

bine the two cases by defining L as

llJ_=—
ii 1.
L

‘c ‘u

In addition, the relative velocity effect, ~,

bulence or other local effects that can strip

(61)

should include the dynamics of tur-

the interracial thermal boundary

layer away, but are not directly accounted for by setting ~equal to the average

relative velocity. More generally, we assume that

where the parameters a and b represent the contribution

mass average and relative velocities.

Iv. EXCHANGE OF MO14ENTUM

(62)

of turbulent mixing on the

Considerable effort has been made to model the exchange of momentum, K, between

the two fields. A model has been developed that covers the full range of flow re-

gimes from bubbles in a continuous liquid phase to droplets in a continuous vapor

phase. The essence of the model lies in the specification of interaction size scales

for the different fields, e.g., in bubbly flow the size scale for the vapor field is

the bubble radius while the size scale for the liquid field is very large.

In developinrl a model that remains relatively simple hut yet produces meaning-

ful results, Amsden, Dutler, and Ilarlow [19], looked at the most compli~cted of

conditi ,,1s,namely, when a = a = 0.5. It is clear that such a case can possess a
v E

very complex interface structure with a violently churning flow pattern. Neverthe-

less by assuming that there are dominant length scales for each field, and proceed-

ing as though the dynamics involved the collisions between spherical packets of

vapor with radius, rv, and spherical globes of liquid rk, they derived



(63)

where CD is the drag coefficient.

Daly [20] calculates the “effective radii” or scale sizes based on a critical

Weber number idea. He writes a Weber number for the liquid as

and a Weber number for the vapor as

(64)

(65)

where o is the surface tension coefficient. Daly conducted several numerical ex-

periments to investigate the influence of scale size on the momentum exchange func-

tion (Eq. (63)) as apDlied to LWR downcomer studies. He found that the results were

in substantial agreement with the experimental data over a large range of relative

phase velocities.
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